YOUR PHONE UNLOCKS IT

01.
Download a free QR-Reader from Google Play or the iTunes App Store.

02.
Launch the QR-Reader and hold it over the QR-Code to discover more great Infiniti content.
The vehicle that continues to break new ground between sport, utility and modern art, the Infiniti QX70 escapes all classification. It’s a luxury crossover of high reward, unabashedly bold design and surprising versatility. And yet, it’s motivated by the soul of a sports car. Uncompromising in its vision, it’s a manifesto in motion proclaiming that some are satisfied only when they write their own rules.
Unmistakable. Unforgettable. The Infiniti QX70 is substantial in proportions and unrelenting in originality. Designed to carefully harmonize bombastic muscularity with gracefully executed flourish, its presence is felt even in a fleeting glimpse. It’s design driven by desire—if you can catch it.
A rare few move through the world with a confidence born of intelligence and quickness. An acute sense of relaxed readiness stemming from technology that is always on the lookout. When you're prepared, you're in total control.

FORWARD COLLISION WARNING scans ahead with laser sensors to help warn you of a potential collision and can trigger Intelligent Brake Assist to apply brakes to help minimize an unavoidable one.

LANE DEPARTURE PREVENTION watches road markings with a camera and can subtly apply brakes to help keep your vehicle from unintentionally drifting from your lane. Traffic may surround you, but so will confidence.

INTELLIGENT CRUISE CONTROL automatically slows you down when traffic in front of you slows down. When the way is clear, it accelerates back to your desired speed. Less effort, more ease.
Don’t waste the opportunity for excitement that lives in every moment. With performance at the core of the QX70, the rush is always ready. Experienced every time you open the throttle, our unique take on engineering gives acceleration an emotional quality that goes beyond pure speed.

**THE POWER**

**SIGNATURE EXHAUST NOTE** enhances your driving experience with a thrilling growl. Even with your eyes closed, the QX70 will be hard to mistake.

**ACCELERATION SWELL** transforms mechanical power into emotional excitement. Precise engine tuning unleashes torque over a broader rev range, and the feeling of acceleration is shaped to increase the faster you go.
THE CAPTIVATING 21-INCH ALLOY WHEELS are designed to heighten both performance and visual appeal, they fuse the function of lightweight construction with the raw force of personality.

ADAPTIVE FRONT LIGHTING SYSTEM turns your headlights to shed light on where you’re steering, helping heighten visibility as you maneuver. The HID headlights of the QX70 do more than impress—they respond to your needs.
INFINITI HARD DRIVE NAVIGATION SYSTEM offers a more intuitive view and interface for increased ease and confidence, helping you expertly find your location and your destination, even in crowded city environs.

INTELLIGENT ALL-WHEEL DRIVE infinitely adjusts for better traction when you need it and more dynamic handling when you don’t.
Nothing should constrain your sense of self. The QX70 is designed and engineered to heighten your unique sensory enjoyment, because individuality demands and defines its own rewards. This is luxury that begins with you, because perfection has to be personal.

INFINITI INTELLIGENT KEY sets up your vehicle to suit you and you alone. You can keep it in your pocket or purse, and the seat and mirrors are adjusted to your personal preferences. The ignition button will even illuminate, pulsing like a heartbeat, to let you know it’s ready to please and to excite.
AROUND VIEW® MONITOR is a ground-breaking technology from Infiniti that gives you a virtual 360° view of your environment while parking. You see your surroundings as though from above for an extraordinary level of awareness.

POWER REAR LIFTGATE is space meets ease and elegance. It opens and closes automatically with the push of a button from a variety of locations—the liftgate handle or the dash. Access should not demand effort.
Love straights but devour curves. Each turn is met with immediacy and the g-forces sustained with a tenacity that reveals its athletic nature. With surprising poise and responsiveness, you'll experience design that redefines the crossover.
CONTINUOUS DAMPING CONTROL automatically adjusts the suspension to deliver stability, control and comfort. In Sport Mode, the suspension firms for the most immediate response.

DOWNSHIFT REV MATCHING expertly translates performance driving technique. Flick the magnesium paddle shifter for a lower gear and it blips the throttle to ready the engine for the new gear. Smoother, quicker downshifts mean balance and response.
CLIMATE-CONTROLLED SEATS surround you in greater comfort by pushing cool or warm air through the front seats to keep you entirely in your preferred temperature zone. Arrive at your destination refreshed and relaxed.

WELCOME LIGHTING elegantly draws you into the driving experience. As you approach, a sequence of exterior then interior lights reward your presence. Walk away, and the sequence occurs in reverse. Celebrate every entrance.
OBJECT OF ATTRACTION

INFINITI QX70
AMBIANCE
A welcoming and evocative space is measured by its ability to stir your emotions.

OPTICAL PERFECTION Where interior components meet—where the dash meets the door or the center console—they are assembled not to be mathematically perfect, but to look perfect. This requires an exacting manufacture process, tightening the space, where dashboard meets door from 3mm to 2.4mm in order to achieve a seamless visual design from the driver’s point of view. But we believe in considering every angle in creating an emotionally transcendent environment.

FINER FABRICS The seat belt is one of the few surfaces you continually touch, so we found a variable herringbone weave for the webbing that is 20% softer than standard fabrics. Not only is it more pleasing to the touch, but being more compliant, it allowed us to reduce the friction of the seat belt mechanisms by 10%. The seat belt is more comfortable to wear, easier to pull out and even less likely to snag the thread of your finest fabrics. No element is too small.

INVITING YOU IN We use light to not only make you feel more secure, but to make you feel like an honoured guest. Welcome Lighting responds to your presence automatically by gently illuminating the puddle lights. Then as you get closer the interior lights are illuminated. This choreographed sequence ends with the Start/Stop Button, pulsing as though with a heartbeat—inviting you to bring your QX70 to life and building anticipation for the road ahead.
Award-winning build quality, fuel efficiency and output can be measured with instruments or graphs, but the true excellence of Infiniti engines is in the feeling unleashed as you drive.

5.0-LITRE V8 ENGINE is a torrent just waiting for you to unleash it. Every touch of the throttle puts a massive 287kW and 500Nm of torque at your disposal, and natural aspiration means that power comes on with a thrilling immediacy. Yet, acceleration is only one component. Its power is shaped to feel limitless. Its roar—unforgettable.

3.7-LITRE V6 ENGINE is a potent blend of exciting response and intelligent efficiency. Benefiting from Variable Valve Event and Lift (VVEL®) technology, the engine adjusts on the fly to make the most of every bit of fuel and every breath it takes. The result is a stirring 235kW that still manages to achieve up to 12.3L/100km.

6-CYLINDER DIRECT INJECTION TURBO DIESEL ENGINE is a refined 3.0-litre V6 direct injection powerhouse that delivers 550Nm of torque, maximizing overtaking performance. It’s paired with a 7-speed automatic transmission which adapts to your driving style.
INNATELY RESPONSIVE BALANCE
The engineering philosophy behind Infiniti performance sedans, the Front-Midship Platform, also underlies the design of the QX70. Placing the engine’s center of mass just behind the front wheel center line creates a near-equal front-to-rear weight ratio, with a slight front bias that you’ll feel as quicker turn-in and even balance as you accelerate out of a corner. Precision and engagement that belie its crossover proportions.

ALWAYS THE PERFECT RIDE
Tight corners. Rough roads. Continuous Damping Control helps maintain the perfect balance of smoothness and response, allowing you to get the most out of every mile of road you encounter. The system monitors body roll and road impacts and sends the information to each individual shock absorber and adjusts them to find the perfect stiffness. You can also select Sport mode, which firms up the ride for maximum response.

MAXIMIZING POTENTIAL
Better power and efficiency depends on better breathing, so our exclusive VVEL® (Variable Valve Event and Lift) technology improves performance while delivering enhanced engine efficiency. VVEL® continually adjusts not just when intake valves open, but also how much. It delivers a quicker response and broader torque curve, while improving fuel efficiency and lowering carbon emissions up to 10%.

CONTROL WITHOUT COMPROMISE
When conditions are ideal, Intelligent All-Wheel Drive sends 100% of the power to the rear wheels for more sporty response and performance. But it also constantly monitors wheelspin, throttle position and vehicle speed, and can divert up to 50% of the available power to the front wheels to enhance traction and control when conditions are less than optimal. Your need for control and your desire for excitement are both satisfied.

TIGHTER TURNS
Rear Active Steer sharpens handling and increases precision by actively turning the rear wheels as you maneuver. By tightening response in every corner and curve, it helps you take full advantage of the surprising balance and poise of the QX70.

THE SOUND OF PERFORMANCE
A performance car speaks to you through its exhaust, and the specialty exhaust tuning on the QX70 shapes that sound into something uniquely compelling. Not only does it make an Infiniti unmistakable, it makes every trip up and down the tachometer an experience that transcends engineering and enters the realm of pure emotion.

LIGHT ON ITS FEET
These stunning 21-inch alloy wheels heighten both the looks and performance of the QX70. Lightweight, thanks to both material and design, they reduce unsprung weight. That reduction of mass makes driving more exciting by allowing the suspension to be more finely tuned and by making the handling of the QX70 more responsive. It even increases fuel efficiency.

PERFORM
On its surface you’ll find spacious luxury. At its foundation—the thrilling dynamics of Infiniti Direct Response performance engineering.
EASE IN TRAFFIC  Intelligent Cruise Control (Full-Speed Range) allows you to choose your desired speed, and automatically slows your vehicle in slowing traffic, going all the way to a complete stop. Then, as traffic flow picks up, it re-accelerates your vehicle to your preset speed. This visionary innovation and the personalized convenience it offers is available with a simple touch of a button.

EMPOWERING YOUR TOUCH  The Infiniti Controller puts intuitive, simple control of your technology systems at your fingertips. Designed to fall naturally within your reach and to minimize distraction from driving, it allows you to interact via a variety of inputs and with clearly marked buttons and commands. What’s more, a single press can bring you from one major system to another.

SECURING YOUR SPACE  Distance Control Assist employs radar to monitor the distance between you and the vehicle in front of you. And, working in concert with the innovative Intelligent Cruise Control, it allows you to select a preset following distance. It automatically engages the brakes when traffic slows, and re-accelerates when the way clears.

A SMARTER WAY TO SEE  The Adaptive Front lighting System on the QX70 lights not just the way ahead, but around as well. It directs light toward corners by turning the headlights in coordination with steering input to help the driver see upcoming vehicles and pedestrians, and to help you reach your destination safely.

A BETTER VIEW OF YOUR WORLD  Infiniti Hard Drive Navigation System is packed with advanced yet intuitive technology that makes it both more informative and easier to use.

AUDITORY INDULGENCE  With 11 speakers, including two subwoofers, the Bose® Premium Audio System delivers your music with captivating depth and astonishing clarity. Optimized for the interior of the QX70, it will create precisely the mood you desire, everywhere you go. You’ll also enjoy greater selection: play CDs, and stream music from a compatible Bluetooth® device or connect and control your iPod® via the USB port.

EMPOWERING YOUR TOUCH  The Infiniti Controller puts intuitive, simple control of your technology systems at your fingertips. Designed to fall naturally within your reach and to minimize distraction from driving, it allows you to interact via a variety of inputs and with clearly marked buttons and commands. What’s more, a single press can bring you from one major system to another.
PROTECTION

The Infiniti Safety Shield® concept—our comprehensive approach to safety—layers technologies to monitor conditions, help you avoid a collision, and help protect you and your passengers if one occurs.

STRONGER AND LIGHTER  Ultra high-strength steel is used in areas critical to preserving your safety in the case of a collision. The unique process used to create this material can give it more than twice the tensile strength of conventional steel. Not only does this ultra-strong material add to the vehicle’s resiliency, it allows us to make the vehicle lighter overall.

1350 MPa  ULTRA-HIGH TENSILE STEEL

590 MPa  CONVENTIONAL STEEL

PREPARED TO PROTECT  Under certain braking conditions or when the Intelligent Brake Assist system is activated without brake pedal input, the Front-seat Pre-Crash Seat Belts automatically tighten the front seat belts—helping restrain you and helping to maximize the effectiveness of the other occupant protection devices such as air bags.

THE SUPPORT YOU NEED  In certain rear-end collisions, the Front-seat Active Head Restraints found on the QX70 can move forward to help cushion the head to help assist in reducing whiplash-type injuries.

ENHANCED PROTECTION  Infiniti puts an array of air bags between you and an impact, including dual-stage front supplemental air bags of the Infiniti Advanced Air Bag System that adjust inflation rates based on the severity of the crash. Also featured are front seat-mounted side-impact supplemental air bags and roof-mounted curtain side-impact supplemental air bags.

BETTER STABILITY WHILE STOPPING  Electronic Brake force Distribution adjusts the amount of brake force applied to the front and rear wheels for improved braking performance. It not only helps the brakes wear more evenly, it reduces front-end “dive” during heavy braking, helping increase the stability of your vehicle. The system also detects vehicle-load conditions, and distributes additional brake pressure to the rear brakes as needed.

ALWAYS LOOKING FOR DANGER  Intelligent Brake Assist with Forward Collision Warning uses radar to continuously monitor and analyze your closing speed to the vehicle ahead of you, helping detect an imminent collision. It provides a two-stage warning to alert the driver as the vehicle moves towards impact and—if needed—can automatically engage the brakes to help reduce the impact speed.

MAINTAINING YOUR LANE  The Lane Departure Prevention System uses a camera to watch for departure from the traveling lane when you haven’t signaled, and audibly warns you if it’s detected. Then, if the drift continues, the system lightly applies selected brakes to help ease your vehicle back into the travel lane. But you never give up control. It’s designed to assist, not override.

KEEPING YOU IN CONTROL  Comparing actual vehicle cornering performance to the driver’s input, Vehicle Dynamic Control adjusts power levels and applies appropriate brake pressure to individual wheels to help correct oversteer or understeer, helping keep the vehicle on the steered path. Working in tandem, the Traction Control System senses wheelspin and automatically helps give you a surer foothold.

THE SUPPORT YOU NEED  In certain rear-end collisions, the Front-seat Active Head Restraints found on the QX70 can move forward to help cushion the head to help assist in reducing whiplash-type injuries.

ENHANCED PROTECTION  Infiniti puts an array of air bags between you and an impact, including dual-stage front supplemental air bags of the Infiniti Advanced Air Bag System that adjust inflation rates based on the severity of the crash. Also featured are front seat-mounted side-impact supplemental air bags and roof-mounted curtain side-impact supplemental air bags.
THE INFINITI QX70S BLACK
RAISE THE GAME. AGAIN.
INFINITI QX70S BLACK

With a sculpted chassis that highlights its strength and agility, the Infiniti QX70S Black is an athlete on four wheels. The vehicle that created a whole new category is now more head-turning than ever.

Harnessing its dark chrome exterior features – including grille, air vents and sills, smoked headlamps, black 21" wheels, mirrors and roof rails – the Infiniti QX70S Black is total performance with extra sport.
MAXIMISING SPORTINESS Performance-ready 21-inch, 6-spoke black wheels complement the exhilarating output of the 3.0L V6 Diesel and 3.7L V6 Petrol engines. Dark chrome air vents and side sills channel air from the front wheels, improving high-speed stability.

SHARPER SHIFTS Steering wheel with magnesium paddle shifters provides effortless, intuitive control. And the tailored purple stitching puts an expert finish in your hands as well.

PLEASING TO THE EYES The centre console is flawlessly finished with black lacquer, and the elegant purple stitching continues to grace the interior.

MATCHLESS COMFORT Sport seats with power side and thigh-side support, redefine driver performance with unmatched driver comfort.

OPTICAL PERFECTION Black lacquer inserts on the door panels, complemented by purple stitching, harmoniously unite all dimensions of the interior space.

THE COLOUR OF CHARACTER The dark chrome grille is more than eye-catching, it is a unique expression of confidence and power.
SELECTION

Hues that change in response to light and angle. Matching exterior and interior colours to reflect the distinctive energy and mood of the seasons. These are just two ways Infiniti designs colour to evoke feeling, express character, and shape the emotional essence of a vehicle.

EXTERIOR COLOURS

- MOONLIGHT WHITE (QAA)
- LIQUID PLATINUM (K23)
- GROSVENOR SHADOW (Q23)
- UMBRIA TWILIGHT (JAS)
- MEDIUM BLUE (KAV)
- MIDNIGHT MOCHA MEL (K13)
- MALBEC BLACK (QAC)
- BLACK OBSIDIAN (KH3)

INTERIOR COLOURS

- WHEAT LEATHER
- STONE LEATHER
- JAVA LEATHER
- GRAPHITE LEATHER
- VERONA LEATHER
- BLACK LACQUER
- MAPLE ACCENTS

INTERIOR TRIM

- WHEELS
  - 20 X 8.0-INCH LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINIUM-ALLOY WHEELS
  - 21 X 9.5-INCH LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINIUM-ALLOY WHEELS
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GENUINE INFINITI ACCESSORIES

The same exacting standards applied to the creation of an Infiniti vehicle go into designing and manufacturing Genuine Infiniti Accessories. With a wide array of quality products designed to integrate seamlessly, you can be assured of a custom fit and finish.

ACCESSORIES SHOWN Splash guards, sunroof, roof rail crossbars and 20-inch, 5-spoke bright aluminium-alloy wheels.

The vehicle shown is fitted with accessories that might differ or not be available for South Africa.

20-INCH BRIGHT FINISH WHEELS These leave no question as to your dedication to making the right impression wherever you go. Their sculpted design utilizes lightweight alloy and original Infiniti logo center caps.

STAINLESS STEEL REAR BUMPER PROTECTOR While you load, unload and handle all your cargo, scuffs and scrapes can happen. This protector not only adds a sophisticated look, but it’s durable enough to resist the wear and tear of everyday life.

DUAL DVD HEADREST MONITORS These bright, crisp monitors come complete with remote control and headphones. They also allow you to choose to play a DVD or plug in an auxiliary A/V input, like a video game.

STAINLESS STEEL ILLUMINATED KICK PLATES The Infiniti logo glows softly along the bottom of front door sills—a signature flourish you and your passenger will appreciate every time you get in.

ROOF RAIL CROSSBARS These sturdy crossbars greatly increase the utility and capability of the QX70, especially when you pair them with accessory attachments. They’re also wind tunnel-tested to improve their aerodynamics.

CARGO AREA PROTECTOR Constructed of heavy, durable and flexible material, it helps keep your packages and other items from moving around while driving, while also protecting your cargo area from scratches and damage.
## PERFORMANCE
- Speed sensitive power steering assistance
- Rear Active Steering (RAS) (except on 3.7-litre V6 petrol)
- Suspension with active Continuous Damping Control (CDC)

## SAFETY AND SECURITY
- Opposed calliper brakes (front 4 pistons; rear 2 pistons)
- Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) (pressure display)
- 6 airbags (front driver and passenger airbags, front hip-thorax side airbags and front-to-rear curtain airbags)
- Active front headrests
- Rain sensor and light sensor
- Auto dimming rear view mirror
- Cruise Control
- Speed limiter
- Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) with Low Speed Following (LSF)
- Forward Collision Warning (FCW)
- Intelligent Brake Assist (IBA)
- Lane Departure Warning (LDW) and Lane Departure Prevention (LDP)
- Anti-theft system

## WHEELS
- Temporary spare wheel (replaces tyre repair kit, not available with 3.0-litre V6 diesel engine)
- 20” 5 double-spoke alloy wheels
- 21” 6 spoke light alloy wheels

## EXTERIOR
- Body colour exterior mirrors
- Heated, electrically folding exterior mirrors
- Privacy glass for rear side and tailgate
- Polished Aluminium roof rails
- Dark chrome exterior air vent and sill strip
- Red “S” grade exterior badge
- Smoked headlamps
- Bi-Xenon lights with Adaptive Front-lighting System (AFS), auto-level and headlight washers
- Front and rear fog lamps
- LED rear lamps
- Metallic paint
- Scratch Shield paint
  This paint is a soft clear coat that heals light scratches and swirl marks for long-lasting brilliance of the exterior colour.

## TECHNOLOGY ON BOARD
- Full colour central display with Infiniti Controller
- Rear-view camera with front and rear parking sensors with display
- Around View Monitor (AVM) with corner parking sensors, moving object detection and parking guidance
- Multimedia Pack:
  - High resolution touch screen central display with Infiniti Controller
  - 30 GB HDD Navigation system
  - 1 CD/DVD reader with MP3 WMA DivX compatibility and 10 GB Infiniti Music Box
  - Bose® Premium Sound System with 11 speakers
- Bluetooth® technology for mobile connectivity
- Bluetooth® audio streaming
- I-Key with smart access, tailgate release and smart ignition
- All-doors power windows with auto-closure linked to I-Key

### Options
- Standard (no additional cost)
- Optional (at a cost)
- Not available
- N.C.O No Cost Option
**COMFORT**

- Sequential lighting system
- Follow-me home lighting system
- Analogue Infiniti clock
- Dual zone adaptive climate control with auto-recirculation
- Rear air conditioning vents
- Illuminated vanity mirrors (driver, front passenger)
- Electric glass sunroof

**AUDIO**

- 7-speaker audio system
- 1 CD reader with MP3 WMA compatibility and 2 GB Infiniti Music Box
- Multimedia pack
- USB/iPod connectivity and AUX-in RCA

**INTERIOR**

- Multifunction steering wheel
- Leather steering wheel and gear shift lever
- Power reach and rake adjustment for steering column
- Aluminium pedals
- Cello Flame Maple Wood
- Black Lacquer and Aluminium interior trim (not available with Wheat upholstery)

**SEATS**

- Leather seat facings
- 10-way power driver’s seat
- 14-way power driver’s seat
- 8-way power front passenger seat
- Front sports seats including power lateral thigh (driver only) and back-rest width adjustment (driver only), manual thigh extension
- Driver’s power lumbar support
- Memory for driver’s seat, steering wheel column and door mirrors (linked to I-Key)
- Heated and ventilated driver and front passenger seats
- 2/3-1/3 folding rear seat back rest
- Reclining rear seat back rest
- ISOFIX seat mounting points in the rear seats

**TRUNK AREA**

- Power tailgate
- Cargo cover with multi-partition net
- First aid kit with warning triangle

**S BLACK EDITION**

- Dark chrome front grills, air vents, sills
- Smoked headlamps
- Black 20” wheels, mirrors & roof rails
- Black lacquer centre console & door panel inserts
- Elegant purple stitching

---

**COLOURS & TRIMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QX70 GT/QX70 GT Premium</th>
<th>QX70 S/QX70 S Premium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Upholstery</strong></td>
<td><strong>Leather</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interior colours (Code)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Exterior colours</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphite (G)</td>
<td>Java (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Obsidian</td>
<td>KH3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malbec Black</td>
<td>GAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midnight Mocha</td>
<td>NAE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iridium Blue</td>
<td>RAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphite Shadow</td>
<td>KAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umbra Twilight</td>
<td>JAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid Platinum</td>
<td>K23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moonlight White</td>
<td>QAA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Interior trims** | |
| Cello Flame Maple Wood | N.C.O |
| Black Lacquer and Aluminium | N.C.O |

---

1 Only in combination with 40/60 Split-folding rear seat back
2 Only available on 3.0L V6 Diesel and 3.7L V6 Petrol Models

---

All dimensions are indicated in mm.
# TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

## ENGINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Fuel type</th>
<th>Cylinders</th>
<th>Displacement</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Torque</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QX70 3.0d</td>
<td>Diesel</td>
<td>V6</td>
<td>2,993 cc</td>
<td>175 kW at 3,750 rpm</td>
<td>550 Nm at 1,750 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QX70 3.7</td>
<td>Petrol</td>
<td>V6</td>
<td>3,696 cc</td>
<td>235 kW at 7,000 rpm</td>
<td>360 Nm at 5,200 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QX70 5.0</td>
<td>Petrol</td>
<td>V8</td>
<td>5,026 cc</td>
<td>287 kW at 6,500 rpm</td>
<td>500 Nm at 4,400 rpm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Transmission: Electronically controlled 7-speed automatic transmission with manual mode & magnesium paddle shifts.


Driven wheels: Intelligent All-Wheel Drive (AWD)

Emissions: Euro 5

## PERFORMANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Top speed</th>
<th>Acceleration 0–100 km/h</th>
<th>Estimated fuel consumption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QX70 3.0d</td>
<td>212 km/h</td>
<td>8.3 s</td>
<td>urban 10.8 l/100 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QX70 3.7</td>
<td>233 km/h</td>
<td>6.8 s</td>
<td>extra-urban 7.3 l/100 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QX70 5.0</td>
<td>250 km/h</td>
<td>5.8 s</td>
<td>combined 9.0 l/100 km</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## HANDLING

Steering: Vehicle-speed-sensitive variable-assist power rack and pinion

Front: Independent, double wishbone with coil springs over shock absorbers, stabiliser bar. S and S Premium: Continuous Damping Control (CDC)

Rear: Independent, multi-link suspension, Dual Flow Path (DFP) shock absorbers, stabiliser bar. S and S Premium: Continuous Damping Control (CDC) and Rear Active Steering (RAS)

Brakes: Front/rear 355 mm front/350 mm rear ventilated discs with aluminium opposed front callipers (4-piston front, 2-piston rear)

## CAPACITIES AND WEIGHTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Kerb weight</th>
<th>Luggage volume</th>
<th>Fuel capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QX70 3.0d</td>
<td>2,175 kg</td>
<td>410 litres</td>
<td>90 litres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QX70 3.7</td>
<td>2,012 kg</td>
<td>410 litres</td>
<td>90 litres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QX70 5.0</td>
<td>2,120 kg</td>
<td>410 litres</td>
<td>90 litres</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## DIMENSIONS

Exterior: 4,865 mm / 1,635 mm / 1,640 mm

Overall length: 4,865 mm

Overall width with mirrors: 2,134 mm

Overall height with roof rails: 1,680 mm

Wheelbase: 2,885 mm

Track width Front/Rear: 1,635/1,640 mm

Quoted fuel consumption and emission values have been established using the prescribed method of measurement (United Nations Economic Commission for Europe “GDC” Regulations R91) in the conditions prescribed and are not reflective of the typical or expected performance of the vehicle. They are not intended to represent the actual performance of the vehicle, and should not be considered as a measure of the vehicle's performance. The quoted fuel consumption and emission values are intended to provide a basis for comparison between the different models available. Quoted fuel consumption and emission values are subject to change without prior notice.